
 

 
 
 

 

Marketing Materials Checklist 
 

 

 Logo 
A polished image with a visual hook should be the definition of a good logo.  Use it 

everywhere!  Think about designs you have seen that you like.  Are they wordless like 

the Nike swoosh or Starbucks mermaid or are they a graphic version of the name such as 

Whole Foods or initials like GM (General Motors.)  Once you decide which you prefer, 

then try program like Logo Maker or one of the free internet apps like designimo.com, 

flamingtext.com, etc. that can help you create just the look you desire.  No time and a 

tight budget?  Try fiverr.com! You’ll get many designs to choose from and it will only 

cost you FIVE bucks!  Remember – even changing a font can change the whole look of a 

logo.  Try on several to see what “feels” just right. 

 

 Business Cards 
This is actually your most valuable marketing asset EVEN if it goes into the trash!  Pack 

it with as much information as it will hold not just your contact information.  Good 

graphics are important, but not as crucial as describing what services you can offer.  The 

cards people hang on to? Different and memorable or very useful.  VistaPrint is an 

exceptional value and if you don’t have time, they’ll design one for you. 

 

 Website 
This tool should be up and running before you actually open your doors for business.  

There are many free web-builders that are easy to use and inexpensive on the budget.  

Wordpress, Weebly or Wix are just a few.  Don’t make it complicated – think of the 

basics your clients need to know and start there.  Services, contact information, a map of 

your location and something about yourself that helps to sell those services. 

 

 

 

 Brochure 
A brochure can range from a black and white page to a four-color tri-fold to a full color 

magazine.  It’s important to have one as it can cover many needs from a hand-out at a 

booth or trade show to a mailer to prospective clients.  Don’t bury the benefits.  Don’t 



make someone read and get half-way through to find it.  Tell them upfront, what and how 

your services will benefit them!  Don’t be too wordy.  The newest generations get their 

information in sound bytes.  Colorful pictures and eye catching titles and subtitles work 

best for getting your message across and IF they are interested, they will read more. 

 

Last – words matter.  People use their emotions for buying.  Use words that are 

compelling and feel like a call to action.  Try the website aminstitute.com to help you 

identify words that will best describe your business and will help you stand out and 

differentiate you from everyone else. 

 

 Logo wear 
Be your own walking marketing tool!  Wearing clothing that bears your brand gets 

people talking and better yet, asking questions! 

 

 Email signature 
Use your signature as a marketing message.  Change it frequently if you send out 

marketing emails.  It can be as simple as reminding people that it’s “pet dental health 

month” or that acupuncture can help with a variety of issues! 

 

 Elevator speech 
You should be able to recite who you are, what you do, and what you can do for the 

client in 30 seconds – AND you need to memorize it and have it roll off your tongue at a 

moments notice.  This will do more to market yourself than any other marketing tool you 

have.  Take the time to develop one that fits not only your business, but your personality.  

If you are a fun person, don’t make your spiel boring!  For some, it helps to create a 

“mission statement” first and then modify to fit, or the reverse can also happen – your 

elevator speech can be expanded to create a unique mission statement for your business. 

 

 Social Media 
Out of everything, this topic seems to frighten most businesses.  We all tend to use social 

media to “sell something” after all isn’t that what we’re supposed to do when marketing?  

Social media is all about community.  Building a community that has a common thread 

and then letting yourself rise to the top as the “go to” person/business when questions 

arise.  Be the one that starts a conversation and then listen.  Instead of giving them what 

you think they want, be sure that you’re speaking to THEIR interests.  You’ll soon find 

out that once you have a great social media community, the “sales” aspect just comes 

with it. 

 

Keep it personal.  In social media – this is actually preferred.  Use your personal 

experiences to create a positive association with you and your business.  A picture can 

say a thousand words – or more like it – a picture can start a dialog that is meaningful.  

Don’t be afraid to post a photo and just a sentence to go with it.  You’ll be amazed at the 

conversation.  It’s about educating and conversation – NOT about the hard sell. 

 

If you are a very small company, as in solo or just one or two, you may not need social 

media guidelines.  If you are a business with more than 4 or 5, it’s good to sit down and 



make a list of social media do’s and don’t for everyone to follow if you have several that 

will be active on your social media platforms. 

 

 Be generous 
HUH?  Yes, be generous AND be genuinely thankful.  A little can go a long way in 

building loyalty.  It doesn’t have to cost you anything but maybe a bit of time.  A call 

checking in on them, a small card thanking them or a surprise small discount (that they 

didn’t know they were getting) with a thank you on the invoice. Think about creating a 

referral program.  A small, meaningful thank you to those that send business your way 

makes that client feel important and useful.  Building a business is “all” about building 

loyalty.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CuraCorein no way endorses the above companies or websites and receives no compensation 

from any company.  They are for informational value and purpose only. 
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